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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this critical inquiry was to identify and describe philosophical
perspectives in published primary reports of acute coronary syndrome nursing research. A state
of the science literature review revealed a dearth of studies regarding the philosophical
perspectives underlying nursing research. A descriptive study incorporating systematic and
integrative literature review strategies was performed. The conceptual framework used in the
analysis was based upon Fawcett's (1993) three philosophical worldviews synthesized from
various sources: Reaction, Reciprocal-interaction, and Simultaneous action. Quantitative and
qualitative data analysis techniques such as descriptive statistics and matrix analysis of patterns
and themes was performed on the 43 articles included in the study sample. Seven themes were
identified: 1) Disease Management, 2) Health Pattern Recognition and Experiences, 3) Human
Agency, 4) Integrative Nursing for Symptom Management, 5) Nursing Knowledge and
Guideline Recommendations, 6) Patient Education, and 7) Symptom Management. Although
there was a lack of explicit philosophical perspectives underlying acute coronary syndrome
nursing research, a majority of articles aligned with two nursing philosophical perspectives;
simultaneous action worldview and reciprocal-interaction worldview, as compared to the
reaction worldview considered to be more representative of a non-nursing philosophical
perspective (e.g. the biomedical model). Whereas no key tenets of Fawcett’s conceptual
framework specify gender and ethnicity characteristics, results also revealed most articles
described sample groups as predominantly male and white. In addition, an overlap in thematic
categorizations between the simultaneous action and reciprocal-interaction views suggested the
need for a more comprehensive nursing philosophy for nursing knowledge development. The
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extant philosophical view proposed to address the ontological and epistemological overlap is
Reed's (2011) intermodernism. In conclusion, nurses across diverse practice areas must be more
diligent in explicitly identifying philosophical perspectives underlying nursing research as well
as incorporating diverse gender and ethnic patient populations into their studies. The integration
of the more humanistic, emancipatory, and holistic philosophical perspective of intermodernism
into nursing knowledge development is warranted.
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CHAPTER 1: STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Choices made regarding the focus of a research trial, the theories used to guide a study,
and the methods used to generate, analyze, and interpret the findings are influenced by the
philosophical perspective or lens of the researcher. The philosophical beliefs and values of the
nurse researcher can influence decisions underlying the research process and be reflected in the
researcher’s methods, research questions, and aims.
Philosophical views include ontological and epistemological dimensions. The ontology of
a discipline clarifies the focus and phenomena deemed important in knowledge development and
vital to beliefs about the world and reality within a chosen field of practice (Reed & Shearer,
2011). Nursing ontology serves to inform the discipline about how humans and the health care of
humans are framed across differing philosophical perspectives. Articulating a clear and focused
ontology within a discipline serves to promote disciplinary autonomy in the context and
development of nursing’s scientific and practice identity, particularly in contexts where more
dominant views such as biomedicine may otherwise influence healthcare research and practice.
Epistemology refers to the nature of nursing knowledge. Epistemology refers to how a discipline
studies the origins of knowledge and knowing, and the methods used to develop knowledge.
Determinations about how nurses arrive at what they know and how nurses structure knowledge
development is grounded in nursing’s epistemology (Carper, 1978; Schultz & Meleis, 1988;
White, 1995; Giuliano, Tyer-Viola, & Lopez, 2005).
To date, there is a dearth of literature describing the philosophical perspectives that
underlie acute coronary syndrome nursing research. The focus of this critical inquiry was to
describe philosophical perspectives underlying publications of acute coronary syndrome nursing
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research. Inquiry into the philosophical lens of acute coronary syndrome nurse researchers is
believed to be relevant in the development of nursing knowledge.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this critical inquiry is to identify and describe philosophical perspectives
in published reports of acute coronary syndrome nursing research. By describing perspectives
which underpin acute coronary syndrome nursing research the philosophical lens through which
nurse researchers implement their research studies may be illuminated. The researchers’ aims
and methodological approaches are informed by their ontological and epistemological beliefs,
respectively, or more broadly, by their philosophical perspectives. Thus, critical review and
analysis of components of research publications may provide insight into dominant philosophical
perspectives used in acute coronary syndrome nursing research.
Background and Significance
As a professional discipline, nursing distinguishes itself as a holistic enterprise engaged
in treating not a specific disease type or disease state but concerned for the welfare and wellbeing
of the person, family, and community. Nurses are actively engaged with patients and families
along the whole life to death continuum. At a time of exponential medical advancement and
treatment capabilities for cardiovascular disease states, the nursing profession also has a
responsibility to identify gaps or disparity in care and seek out alternatives to building robust
nursing evidence aligned with nursing’s ontology. There is the concern that dependence,
uncritical assimilation, or reliance on non-nursing philosophical perspectives as the standard by
which acute coronary syndrome nursing research defines itself impacts future nursing practice
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and patient care and potentially reinforces the hegemony of non-nursing knowledge within
nursing’s discipline (McGibbon, Mulaudzi, Didham, Barton, & Sochan, 2013).
Acute Coronary Syndrome
Roger, Go, Lloyd-Jones, Adams, Berry, Brown, … Wylie-Rosett, (2011) describe how
approximately 2,000 Americans die of cardiovascular disease each day averaging one death
every 40 seconds. Cardiovascular disease claims the lives of more Americans than cancer,
accidents, and chronic respiratory disease, combined. In 2007, cardiovascular disease claimed
the lives of more than 150,000 Americans before the age of 75. Cardiovascular disease was the
leading cause of death in women, noted to be greater than death rates from cancer, stroke, and
lung disease (Roger et al., 2011).
Acute coronary syndrome refers to a constellation of symptoms and conditions including
ST elevation- and non-ST elevation myocardial infarctions and stable and unstable angina or
chest pain. Each acute coronary syndrome condition can be caused by cardiac ischemia, both of
which are due to a sudden onset of decreased or limited blood flow to the heart muscle
(Amsterdam et al., 2014). Coronary atherosclerosis has been identified as a major cause of
clinical symptoms known as acute coronary syndrome (Kumar & Cannon, 2009). One in six
deaths in the United States are caused by acute coronary syndrome and the 2011 Statistics
Update reports that a person experiences an acute coronary event every 25 seconds with an
average of one to two Americans dying every minute from their acute event (Amsterdam et al.,
2014).
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Acute Coronary Syndrome Nursing Research
Decisions made by acute coronary syndrome nurse researchers regarding the focus of
their study as well as how they anticipate their findings will be applied to future practice are not
inconsequential. The nursing profession shares in the commitment to reduce the burden of
cardiovascular disease on the population while elevating and maintaining nursing’s voice in the
dialogue of health care delivery. Patient education, health promotion, disease prevention
measures, and rigorous research protocols are warranted to undergird a strong foundation for the
treatment of acute coronary events.
In addition, nursing must align its philosophical views with concerns for generating
nursing knowledge, care, and outcomes which may benefit our patients. Nursing research that
privileges otherwise non-nursing philosophical beliefs and values about health may marginalize
nursing’s unique contributions and limit development of knowledge for practices that can
enhance human health, equality, and well-being. Critical inquiry into extant perspectives may
increase awareness of important gaps in nursing knowledge development.
The Investigator’s Critical Perspective and Assumptions
The primary purpose of this inquiry is to describe if and how nursing acute coronary
syndrome research aligns with a set of recognized philosophical perspectives within the nursing
discipline. Evaluation of the scientific rigor is not a focus. The choice to evaluate acute coronary
syndrome nursing research was motivated in part from eight years of experience as a
cardiovascular research nurse within a large hospital-based system in Phoenix, Arizona. Having
coordinated and recruited for pharmaceutical cardiovascular clinical research trials, it appeared a
vast majority of trials were based on a biomedical model of care versus a health promotion or
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illness prevention model of care. Also, there seemed to be a lack of diversity in gender and
ethnicity within this biomedical research. This experience coupled with doctoral studies then led
to a consideration if nursing acute coronary syndrome research reflected similar research
characteristics, and to an interest to evaluate if acute coronary syndrome nursing research aligned
with nursing’s foundational philosophical perspectives and beliefs. The question raised for
inquiry concerned whether or not nursing research in acute coronary syndrome reflected a
nursing perspective or a biomedical perspective as was evident in the pharmaceutical research.
Critical Social Theory
The perspective underlying this inquiry is critical social theory. Emerging as an approach
to examine societal structures by scholars exiled by Adolf Hitler in Germany, critical social
theory was developed from a family of theories focused on working class experiences of societal
oppression (Campbell & Bunting, 1991; Chinn & Kramer, 2011). In the 1920’s, theorists and
scholars at the Frankfurt School sought to expose sources of domination and oppression. This
philosophical view has since been applied in nursing to increase awareness of the need to hear
the voice of patients and nurses in a sometimes dominant and dominating medical paradigm.
Critical social theory aligns with this inquiry insofar as it seeks to identify dominating
forces, uncover biases and prejudices, and allows for facts to be revealed. Characteristics of a
critical approach include analysis of issues surrounding ontology and epistemology and their
implications for the focus and methods used in research within nursing (Pesut & Johnson, 2007).
Seen as a means to raise awareness about philosophical views influencing nursing knowledge
development, critical inquiry involves a process of examination of a text or narrative, in this case
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a published research report, for possible underlying assumptions, beliefs, and values which may
be influencing scholarly work.
Pesut and Johnson (2007) define three stages in the process of critical inquiry, 1)
explicating assumptions, 2) applying judgement and intellect, and 3) appreciating the concept of
wonder. Explicating one’s ontologic and epistemological assumptions serves as the foundation
for the types of questions an investigator may ask and the approach a researcher may apply to
their inquiry. Four assumptions serve as the basis for the critical inquiry here:
1. Nursing researchers have beliefs and values which influence what they study.
2. Judgments made by nurses are consequential and value-laden.
3. A nurse’s philosophical perspective regarding health, humans, the environment, and
nursing inform theoretical and research choices downstream.
4. A nurse’s philosophical perspective can be expressed explicitly or implicitly.
Assertions made during the inquiry process align with the second stage considered in critical
inquiry, that is the application of the philosopher’s judgement and intellect (Pesut & Johnson,
2007). Conceptualizing an idea is a critical step in the knowledge development process. Judging
an idea and the act of reasoning involves stating inferences in the hope that knowledge will be
gathered.
The third stage used in the process of critical inquiry as described by Pesut and Johnson
(2007) is wonder. The act of asking “why?” and embarking on a critical inquiry reflects a desire
to gain understanding about the world and, in this inquiry, the application of a critical approach
here has the potential of exposing oppressive, non-nursing philosophic perspectives within acute
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coronary syndrome nursing research and subsequently raising our consciousness to the value of
nursing’s voice in this area of scientific inquiry.
Conceptual Framework of Philosophical Perspectives
The conceptual framework for this inquiry is informed by three philosophical views
Fawcett (1993) synthesized into a philosophical framework. These three general views are:
reaction, reciprocal-interaction, and simultaneous action. Fawcett developed her framework by
integrating ideas adapted by Reese and Overton (1970) originating from Pepper (1942), Hall
(1981), Parse (1987), and Newman (1992). Since Fawcett’s 1993 publication, other nurse
scholars have introduced major philosophical views, for example, Parse’s (2014) human
becoming paradigm and Reed’s (2011, 2018) intermodern philosophy of nursing science and
practice. However, given its longevity in nursing, Fawcett’s synthesized framework will be used
as the conceptual framework for this inquiry. For purposes of this research, Fawcett’s (1993)
three-part framework is believed to represent the variety of philosophical perspectives generally
foundational to the development of scientific nursing knowledge.
The Reaction Worldview
The reaction worldview draws from the Pepper (1942) and Reese and Overton (1970)
mechanistic view supporting objectivity and clearly defined, observable phenomenon. Pepper
described philosophical perspectives that eschewed current thought at the time which stated that
the purest path to truth and knowledge was through empirics. Pepper (1942) believed that an
individual’s values and beliefs influenced how the person viewed their existence and the natural
world around them (Reed, 2016). Pepper (1942) characterizes the mechanistic view as that
whose primary goal is balance or equilibrium and that knowledge is to be used to predict and
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control behavior. Parse’s (1987) totality view and Newman’s (1992) particulate-deterministic
view align with Pepper’s (1942) thought insofar as they view humans as bio-psycho-social
beings seen as passive until an environmental stimulus prompts them to react (Parker & Smith,
2010). Human behavior is considered controllable and predictable and seen as the result of a
point of stimuli in the environment (Reed & Shearer, 2011). Newman’s (1992) particulatedeterministic perspective presumes all phenomena are predictable and reducible and supports the
mechanistic premise regarding understanding of the whole can be attained by studying its
individual parts.
The biomedical framework is most similar to Fawcett’s (1993) reaction worldview. The
biomedical framework sharply contrasts Fawcett’s other two views; reciprocal-interaction and
simultaneous action by objectifying and de-personalizing the human being. Biomedical
knowledge development evolved to be context and value free once the human body was viewed
as a natural object to be studied (Kirkengen, Ekeland, Getz, Hetlevik, Schei, Ulvestad, &
Vetlesen, 2016). A person’s historical, social, personal, and spiritual embodiment is set aside
within the biomedical framework. The naturalistic viewpoint which serves as the foundation for
the biomedical model also dominates current health care delivery models and can systematically
eliminate subjectivity within scientific research endeavors.
The Reciprocal-Interaction Worldview
The second perspective Fawcett (1993) characterizes is the reciprocal-interaction
worldview which draws from Pepper’s (1942) and Reese and Overton’s (1970) organicism view
along with Parse’s (1987) totality and Newman’s (1992) interactive-integrative perspectives. The
reciprocal-interaction worldview aligns closely with nursing’s philosophical perspective insofar
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as nursing does not view individuals as machines or mechanistic. The organicism view describes
how the whole cannot be understood or explained by only examining parts devoid of context.
Human beings are characterized in the reciprocal-interaction worldview as complex biological
entities with interrelated components in active engagement with the environment and other
human beings. Parse’s (1987) totality view contributes to the reciprocal-interaction worldview
according to Fawcett (1993) with the concept of humans striving to seek optimal health by
manipulating the environment. Parker and Smith (2010) describe how Newman’s (1992)
interactive-integrative view contributes to the reciprocal-interaction worldview with the idea that
human beings are multidimensional entities interrelating with the environment and subject to
change and adaptability. In addition, the reciprocal-interaction worldview incorporates
situational context and personal experiences as a component of the philosophical perspective
allowing for objective and subjective events to be evaluated through quantitative and qualitative
measures (Fawcett, 1993).
The Simultaneous Action Worldview
The third view of Fawcett’s (1993) integrated philosophical perspectives is the
simultaneous action worldview. The simultaneous action view proposes that humans are in a
rhythmic and dynamic relationship with the environment and that change is a continual and
ongoing process. The simultaneous action worldview reflects similarities between the organicism
view of Pepper (1942) and Reese and Overton (1970). Parse’s (1987) simultaneity paradigm, and
Newman’s (1992) unitary-transformative paradigm. The simultaneous action worldview shares
similarities between the reciprocal-interaction worldview in Pepper’s (1942) organicism views as
well as incorporating Parse’s (1987) simultaneity philosophical perspective. The simultaneity
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view eschews the dominant biomedical discourse in nursing by situating the patient experience at
the center of our discipline while accepting the integration of nursing values and beliefs into our
knowledge producing process (Reed & Shearer, 2011). Humans are considered as unitary beings,
who are non-reducible, in constant evolution and interaction with their internal and external
environments (Parker & Smith, 2010). Fawcett (1993) integrated Newman’s (1992) unitarytransformative paradigm into the simultaneous action worldview because it describes human
beings as united and inseparable from family and community and that a nurse practicing within
the unitary-transformative paradigm approaches patients as accepting the mind, body, and spirit
as a united whole, not divided (Parker & Smith, 2010).
Table 1 provides a summary of key tenets and characteristics of the philosophical
perspectives used in this inquiry (Reed, 2016; Fawcett, 1993).
TABLE 1. Key tenets and characteristics of philosophical perspectives.
Philosophical
View
Reaction

Reciprocalinteraction

Key Tenets and Characteristics
• Humans are composed of parts, joined together, bio-psycho-social and spiritual beings, can know
the whole by studying individual parts
• Humans react to environment in a linear-chain of events, cause and effect, predictable manner;
environmental stimulus prompts human to change
• Change is predictable, deterministic, and occurs for survival and in response to environmental
change
• Focus is on objective phenomena that can be isolated, defined, observed, and measured.
• Appreciation for the whole can be obtained by studying individual parts and adding parts together.
• Nursing practice role is authoritarian
• Human beings are holistic with parts viewed in the context of the whole, to understand whole must
examine parts together, parts are interrelated, not distinct
• Humans are actively (not reactively) engaged with the environment; reciprocal interactions
• Reality is multidimensional, context dependent, and relative
• Change is probabilistic and complex
• Objective and subjective phenomena are studied through quantitative and qualitative methods of
inquiry
• Emphasis is placed on empirical observations, methodological controls, and inferential data,
analytic techniques
• Consideration for patient defined health goals is considered
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TABLE 1 – Continued
Philosophical
View
Simultaneous
action

Key Tenets and Characteristics
• Human beings are identified by pattern, reflecting inner strengths, more optimistic and innovative
view
• Impetus to prevent more serious consequences, more caring processes
• Human beings are in mutual rhythmical interchange with their environment, not identified by their
parts
• Human beings change continuously evolving as self-organized fields
• Change is unpredictable leading humans to move through stages of organization/disorganization to
more complex organization
• Focus on illuminating meanings, personal becoming, transcendence, and pattern recognition

Table 2 below summarizes the relationships each set of frameworks has to one another.
The table illuminates similarities and differences found among the four main health care
disciplines.
TABLE 2. Comparison table: frameworks of worldviews prevalent in four disciplines.
DISCIPLINE

Framework or Set of WORLDVIEWS

Developmental:

Nursing:

Mechanistic

Totality

ParticulateDeterministic

Organismic

Simultaneity

InteractiveIntegrative

Contextual-Developmental

Simultaneity

Unitary
Transformative

(THEORIST)
(Pepper/Reese & Overton)

(Parse)

(Newman)

Reaction

ReciprocalSimultaneous
(Fawcett)
Interaction
Action
________________________________________________________________________________________________
Medicine:
Biomedical
Biopsychosocial
Integrative Medicine
(Andrew Weil)
Psychoneuroimmunology
Psychology:

Behaviorism

Psychodynamic

Humanistic
Transpersonal Psychology

(Ken Wilber, others)

Reed, P.G. (2016). Pam’s Notes: Ontological Worldviews. Unpublished paper. University of Arizona College of
Nursing, Tucson. Used with permission.
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Research Aims and Questions
The aims of this study employ the three philosophical perspectives presented in the
framework above. The following research aims and questions will be addressed:
Research Aim 1
Examine the type and quantity of each type of philosophical perspective used in acute
coronary syndrome nursing research.
Q 1. What philosophical perspectives are evident in acute coronary syndrome nursing
research reports?
Q 2. What is the frequency distribution of philosophical perspectives across acute
coronary syndrome nursing research publications?
Q 3. What philosophical perspectives are dominant in acute coronary syndrome nursing
research?
Research Aim 2
Examine the level of consistency across components of the research study in reflecting
the philosophical perspectives used in acute coronary syndrome nursing research.
Q.4. Within each article, what is the level of consistency between the philosophical
perspective across the components of the study (theory, focus of study, research design,
measurement approach)?
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Research Aim 3
Explore characteristics of article sample groups and authors across philosophical view.
Q 5. What are the dominant characteristics of the research samples (gender, age,
ethnicity) and authors (credentials, affiliations, funding source) across the samples described in
the acute coronary syndrome articles?
Q 6. What patterns of relationships exist between these characteristics across each of the
three philosophical perspectives?
Summary
Critical examination of the knowledge development process within nursing illuminates
the identification of knowledge in alignment with nursing’s ontology and in turn may expose
endeavors not in alignment with our ontology. This exposure provides an opportunity to re-visit
nursing’s foundational ontology, the essence of our discipline, which in turn re-aligns the
discipline to focus on what is believed to be of substantive importance.
Collectively nursing has something of value to offer our patients. Nursing’s ontological
views of health, humans, the environment, and nursing practice emphasize important dimensions
that are distinct from yet complementary with other health professions. Nursing’s voice and its
downstream impact on nursing science and nursing practice will be influenced if nursing
research aligns with our philosophical perspectives. The implications for research and practice is
therefore impacted by the choices made by nurses at the philosophic level.
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF LITERATURE
No articles were found with the specific focus of describing a nurse researcher’s
philosophical perspective underlying their research endeavors. The literature review was
completed using the Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL)
electronic database. The CINAHL was utilized to determine if any nursing research had been
done evaluating a nurse researcher’s philosophic lens underpinning her/his nursing research
endeavors. Since the goal of this critical inquiry was to evaluate a nurse researcher’s
philosophical perspective guiding the research protocols, the literature search did not include
querying for nursing clinician’s philosophical lens. The focus was on nurse researchers only.
For the purposes of collecting a comprehensive sample of literature on this topic, the
search was not limited to a specified block of time or year or to cardiovascular disease only. The
literature search sought to garner articles across all therapeutic areas in nursing. CINAHL was
queried using paired search terms in order to cast a broad net for relevant articles. Paired search
terms included “nursing research” & “worldviews,” “nursing research” & “philosophical
perspective,” “nursing research” & “philosophical worldviews,” and “nursing research” &
“paradigm.” The search was delimited by applying the following parameters, 1) English articles,
2) nursing journals, and 3) full text availability. The paired search terms generated 312 articles.
Each abstract, introduction, and purpose statement were read to determine relevancy and
alignment with the stated goal of the literature search. Figure 1 below describes the flow of
information during the state of the science literature review stage.
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FIGURE 1. Flow of information during state of the science literature review stage.
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Related Literature on Research
Whereas no articles were found reporting research into the philosophical perspectives of
nurse researchers, articles were found addressing philosophical perspectives in other contexts.
Crowe (2005) described discourse analysis as a methodology to address a range of
dominant discourses (e.g., medical) impacting nursing knowledge development. Discourse
analysis is seen as drawing from different philosophical perspectives and epistemologies to
develop a broad understanding of a patient’s social and cultural experiences. Plurality in
knowledge development views informs nurses regarding the “biological, psychological, social,
cultural, ethical, and political dimensions of human lives” and enhances nursing practice (Crowe,
2005, p. 62).
Pellegrini (2006) discussed the evolution of nursing knowledge development from
research utilization in the 1970’s to the paradigm shift towards evidence-based practice in 1992.
Research utilization stressed how clinical decision making was to be grounded in results gleaned
from clinical research trials and devoid of intuition or experiential influence whereas evidencebased practice, according to Pellegrini (2006), was seen as a platform to enhance clinical
decision making by incorporating experience and expert knowledge into nursing practice.
Fulbrook (2003) spoke about evidence-based practice as “something of a problem for
nursing” (p. 96) and described a more pragmatic approach to knowledge development.
Evidenced-based practice, according to Fulbrook (2003), should reflect a variety of approaches
seen as equally important and applicable in the development of nursing knowledge (e.g.,
experimental, qualitative, & narrative). Goding and Edwards (2002) also addressed the
limitations of EBP by evaluating the philosophical assumptions undergirding evidenced based
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nursing inquiry. Concern was raised regarding the assimilation of evidence-based practice
knowledge into nursing practice without critical examination of the methodologies and methods
used in the evidence-based practice inquiry (Goding & Edwards, 2002). They explored the
dichotomy between more positivist, reductive approaches and views which aligned with nursing
more closely (e.g., interpretive and holistic approaches).
Rolfe (2006) writes about the postmodern ironist philosophical perspective and its
association with validity, or “truth value,” in nursing research (Reed & Shearer, 2009, p. 317).
Postmodern ironists believe that knowledge development through the research process is creative
and that creativity is constrained with rigorous adherence to methodology (Rolfe, 2006). With
flexibility and reflexivity, the ironist perspective supports issues of validity and trustworthiness
represented in the interpretation and discussion of research data rather than in a rigorous
methodology employed by the study.
Appleton and King (1997) describe the constructivist philosophical perspective as an
additional framework for nursing research and also examine the methodology which emerged
from constructivism identified by Lincoln and Guba (1985) as “the flow of naturalistic inquiry”
(p. 188). While not specifically addressing research into the philosophical perspectives
underlying a nurse’s research inquires, Appleton and King’s (1997) article reveals that the
constructivist paradigm is a strong framework for nurses to consider for research studies.
Fontana (2004) and Ingham-Broomfield (2008) described issues surrounding the
identification of critical science in nursing and critical analyses of research reports. Fontana
(2004) proposed seven practices seen in the development of nursing knowledge drawing from
the critical theoretical and philosophical framework. Emphasis was placed on encouraging nurses
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to embark on a critical inquiry for future research endeavors to promote patient involvement and
empowerment. Guidelines to enhance a nurse’s ability to critically review a published report of
research was described by Ingham-Broomfield (2008) as being an important step in the way
nurses can determine the strengths and weaknesses of methods presented in nursing research
publications.
Related Literature on Practice
Related literature was also reviewed with the intent to discover if any philosophical
perspectives were reported among practicing nurses overall and within the cardiovascular
therapeutic area. Reed and Lawrence (2008) reported how historically, practicing nurses are
educated to believe themselves to be users of knowledge versus producers of knowledge. The
Reed and Lawrence (2008) article did not report on a specific philosophical perspective among
practicing nurses, but it did describe the value of inculcating a new way of thinking about
knowledge development across the full spectrum of the nursing discipline, from nurse
researchers and scientists to nurses applying their knowledge and expertise within their practice.
Power dynamics and oppression within the nursing profession by the hegemony of nonnursing philosophical perspectives was also noted as part of the related materials found in the
literature search. Van Herk, Smith, and Andrew (2011) described the application of an
intersectionality paradigm to their research with Aboriginal women. Intersectionality is defined
as the complex relationship between race, gender, and social class among marginalized
individuals (Merriam-Webster, 2017). Van Herk, Smith, and Andrew (2010) describe the
intersectionality approach as a mechanism to face dominating forces (e.g., the biomedical model)
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thought to steer nursing away from disciplinary goals such as social justice and equity within
nursing education, policy directives, and nursing research.
Lutz, Jones, and Kendall (1997) and Crowe (2005) reported on plurality in nursing and
the importance of using a variety of paradigms to address the complexity of the human condition.
Lutz, Jones, and Kendall (1997) discussed how the broader concept of praxis can enhance or
inform nursing practice. This broader conceptualization of praxis involves a nurse moving
beyond the technical ability to serve the patient into a more abstract state of knowing involving
reflection regarding the treatment being delivered and its implications for improving the health
and welfare for others in the future (Chinn & Kramer, 2011).
Arslanian-Engoren, Hicks, Whall, and Algase (2005) described the importance of
focused attention on nursing’s disciplinary contributions as a way to avoid the hegemonic
tendencies of non-nursing practice disciplines (i.e., the biomedical model). The authors state the
importance of articulating clear dimensions of nursing’s “meta-theoretical space” as a way of
avoiding blind incorporation of values and paradigms from non-nursing disciplines whose values
don’t align with the ideals of nursing’s unique ontologic and epistemological philosophical
perspectives (Arslanian-Engoren et al., 2005, p. 316). Lack of a clearly articulated nursing
perspective risks non-nursing views shaping and legitimizing the profession. There are many
nursing philosophy of science views which ask two fundamental questions regarding the
ontology, “what is this thing?”, and the epistemology, “how do we come to understand this
thing?” of the discipline. (Arslanian-Engoren et al., 2005, p. 317). Diversity of views can be seen
as a dynamic and positive result of disciplinary scholarship, but the authors contend it also
prevents the profession from identification with a unifying representation of the nature of nursing
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and nursing practice. Arslanian-Engoren, Hicks, Whall, and Algase (2005) recommended one
unifying perspective, neomodernism, identified by Reed (1995) which provides a middle ground
for scientific inquiry and its empiricism to meld with the philosophical perspective of
postmodernism and its value of multiple meanings and the deconstruction of problems.
According to Reed (1995), neomodernism is an “open philosophy that exercises connections
between science, philosophy, and practice…” which will help “ensure that nursing’s
metanarratives do not become closed ideologic systems…” (Reed, 1995, p. 671). Neomodernism
supports a value-laden, critical theoretical view for inquiry while also allowing for the
perspectives and values of scientific empiricism to be incorporated into the development of
nursing knowledge.
Summary
The ability to synthesize the knowledge base of a discipline offers the opportunity to
discover gaps in knowledge and to reveal emerging approaches contributing to substantive new
information. Weaver and Olson (2006) claim that knowledge development in “under-researched”
areas across varied philosophical paradigms (interpretive, critical social theory, positivism, and
post-positivism) is an important factor in strengthening nursing’s foundational knowledge base
(p. 459).
Based on the results of the literature review described here it is concluded there is a broad
gap in the overall state of the science about knowledge regarding dominant philosophical views
underlying nursing research. The gap in knowledge within nursing’s disciplinary literature
supports the significance of this critical inquiry.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
This chapter will describe the methodology used in this study. This inquiry involves the
critical review and interpretive analysis of published acute coronary syndrome research reports
by nurse researchers for the sake of identifying the underlying philosophical perspectives
underlying their studies. Three aims were identified to guide this inquiry:
Aim 1: Examine the Type and Quantity of Each Type of Philosophical Perspective Used in
Acute Coronary Syndrome Nursing Research
Q 1. What philosophical perspectives are evident in acute coronary syndrome nursing
research reports?
Q 2. What is the frequency distribution of these philosophical perspectives across acute
coronary syndrome nursing research publications?
Q 3. What philosophical perspectives are dominant in acute coronary syndrome nursing
research?
Aim 2: Examine the Level of Consistency Across Components of the Research Study in
Reflecting the Philosophical Perspectives Used in Acute Coronary Syndrome Nursing
Research
Q 4. Within each article, what is the level of consistency between the philosophical
perspective across the components of the study (theory, focus of study, research design,
measurement approach)?
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Aim 3: Explore Characteristics of Article Sample Groups and Authors Across
Philosophical Perspectives
Q 5. What are the dominant characteristics of the research samples (gender, age,
ethnicity) and authors (credentials, affiliations, funding sources) described in the acute coronary
syndrome articles?
Q 6. What patterns of relationships exist between these characteristics across each of the
three philosophical perspectives?
It is important to clarify the intent of this critical inquiry. The intent is not to critique or
judge the acute coronary syndrome nurse researcher’s aims, purposes, objectives, nor the
methodology or results of the acute coronary syndrome studies. The intent is not to make any
determinations regarding what is considered “good” research or “bad” research. The purpose of
this inquiry is to describe or infer philosophical perspectives which underpin acute coronary
syndrome nursing research.
Institutional Review Board Oversight
A request for institutional review board determination regarding human subject
protections was submitted to The University of Arizona Office for Research and Discovery in
November of 2017. It was the determination of the Board that this inquiry did not meet the
definition of research as described in the Common Rule, 45 CRF 46.102(d), nor did it meet the
definition of human subject research as described in 45 CFR 46.102 (f) (Appendix A).
Research Design
This was a descriptive study that incorporated components from both systematic and
integrative literature review strategies to obtain the sample of research articles. The critical
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inquiry here was not developed to systematically summarize research evidence found within the
acute coronary syndrome articles. The inquiry here was not guided by all of the reporting
requirements identified in the preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses
(PRISMA) guidelines and therefore is not considered a pure systematic literature review
(Liberati, Altman, Tetzlaff, Mulrow, Gøtzsche, Ioannidis, Clarke, Devereaux, Kleijnen, &
Moher, 2009). Instead, this critical inquiry was informed by components of the PRISMA 27-item
checklist (p. 3). The unique purpose of this inquiry required creativity in its execution while also
reflecting clarity and transparency in its methodology.
Quantitative and qualitative data analysis techniques such as descriptive statistics and
matrix analysis of patterns and themes was performed. Whittemore and Knafl (2005) describe
rigorous integrative literature reviews as having the potential to uncover a rich understanding of
phenomena by providing a framework where diverse objectives, theories, and analyses can be
identified and where data related to phenomena can undergo repeated comparison, pattern and
theme recognition, and data synthesis.
Sampling
The literature search strategy used purposive sampling to collect published qualitative
and quantitative acute coronary syndrome nursing research reports. The purposive sampling
methodology is defined by Coyne (1997, p. 624) as a strategy to collect cases, or as it relates to
this inquiry, articles which keep the focus or purpose of the research in the forefront of one’s
mind, with goals and aims “directed towards a purpose” and defined by Sandelowski (1995, p.
181) as a sampling plan which affords research the most “variation in their sample.” Lincoln and
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Guba (1985, p. 40) describe purposive sampling as that which “increases the scope or range of
data exposed as well as the likelihood that the full array of multiple realities will be uncovered.”
The sampling plan for this inquiry was based upon predetermined inclusion and exclusion
criteria. The following inclusion and exclusion criteria were used to delimit relevant articles for
review:
Inclusion Criteria
1. English language articles
2. Article reports qualitative or quantitative acute coronary syndrome nursing research study
3. First author is registered nurse
4. Title of article reflect search term of acute coronary syndrome or similar search terms to
describe the constellation of signs, symptoms, or acronyms synonymous with acute
coronary syndrome, such as “chest pain,” “unstable angina,” (UA), “UA,” “non-ST
elevation myocardial infarction,” (NSTEMI), “NSTEMI,” “ST-elevation myocardial
infarction,” (STEMI), “STEMI,” “acute myocardial infarction,” (AMI), “AMI,”
“myocardial infarction,” (MI), “MI,” “heart attack.”
Exclusion Criteria
1. Systematic literature reviews
2. Secondary data sources
3. Case studies
The literature search began once the determination letter was received from The University of
Arizona Institutional Review Board on November 16, 2017. From November to January 2018,
articles meeting the inclusion criteria for the study were collected. The Cumulative Index to
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Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL) and PubMed databases were identified as a
comprehensive source for nursing publications.
Search Terms and Databases
The broad set of search terms identified within the inclusion criteria for this inquiry were
entered into the CINAHL and PubMed Central databases to generate the first cohort of articles
for the sample. Articles from nurse researchers outside the United States (OUS) were also
included in the search since collaboration among nursing scholars and scientists is an
international endeavor. Figure 2 below describes the flow of information during the database
search for relevant articles included in this critical inquiry.
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FIGURE 2. Flow of information during interpretive data analysis stage.
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The initial search produced an estimated 81,500 articles. The application of delimiting
criteria was applied to the initial search by filtering the articles with 1) English language articles,
2) registered nurse as first author, and 3) acute coronary syndrome term(s) in article title. The
application of delimiting terms resulted in approximately 470 articles. Abstracts, aims,
objectives, and purpose statements were read to confirm if articles met inclusion and exclusion
criteria. A majority of articles were excluded based on their stated aims, objectives and purpose
statements not matching required inclusion criteria for this critical inquiry. For example, acute
coronary syndrome research articles were excluded for being systematic literature reviews,
secondary analysis of another investigator’s research study, case studies, or repeated articles.
Twenty-one articles from CINAHL and 22 articles from PubMed were collected for this critical
inquiry (Appendix B).
Data Extraction Tool
A Master Analysis Tool (MAT) (Appendix C) was developed by this investigator to
guide, extract, and record relevant data points from each article. Prior to using the final tool
version included here, a pilot study was conducted to determine strengths and limitations of the
data extraction tool. Four articles were reviewed and analyzed by this author using the tool. Once
completed, the Dissertation Chair reviewed the same four articles independently and evaluated
feasibility and comprehensiveness of the tool. Initial draft versions of the Master Analysis Tool
were subsequently modified and improved in collaboration with the Dissertation Chair and used
for the entirety of the analyses.
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Data Analysis
The approach to data analysis, which includes data display, data reduction, and data
verification, was guided by Miles and Huberman (1994) and Whittemore and Knafl (2005). Data
analysis also involved the process of philosophical substruction as adapted by Reed (2017) of
theoretical substruction first reported by Hinshaw (1979) as a method of uncovering the theory
used in research. Philosophical substruction is used to critically analyze the underlying dominant
philosophical views undergirding the research reports as well as to examine the logic and
consistency of the inferred philosophical perspective of the acute coronary syndrome nurse
researcher. The substruction process was used to infer from components of the research report
what the underlying philosophical view was in terms of their congruence with the identified,
existing philosophical views, and how consistently it was reflected throughout the research
report by examining the view across key components of the research.
The analysis process was iterative, circling back and forth between the research report,
the research components identified in the MAT, the variables being studied, and the Conceptual
Framework of Philosophical Perspectives informed by Fawcett (1993), the reaction worldview,
reciprocal-interaction worldview, and simultaneous action worldview. Much attention was given
to components of the research report in order to identify the philosophical framework
undergirding the research report.
Patterns of relationships between research components and the alignment of the
philosophical lens guiding the research were analyzed for consistency. This iterative process is
similar to working between data and theory in inductive approaches. In addition, there was a
circling back and forth between previously coded research reports and the current research report
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to assure consistency in thematic representations. Determination of the dominant philosophical
view was based on an analysis of the key content and research components within each article. A
series of matrix data displays for analysis were constructed to assist in the process.
Matrix Data Displays
Once each article was comprehensively reviewed, matrices were developed as a means to
1) display key article content, phrasing, and thematic representations supporting inferred
dominant philosophical perspectives, 2) visually present articles categorized across philosophical
views, 3) visually represent congruence, coherence, and consistency between and across research
components in reference to the philosophical view, and 4) facilitate repeated data reduction by
providing visual mechanisms for constant text comparison, sorting, and pattern analysis of article
data. Descriptive statistics in the form of frequency distributions and measures of central
tendencies expressed as mean values were also captured in matrix displays.
Trustworthiness
In order to meet the criteria for trustworthiness of the data analysis, Lincoln and Guba
(1985) provide techniques required to establish credibility, transferability, dependability, and
confirmability. Prolonged engagement with the acute coronary syndrome articles, memoing, and
peer debriefing with the Dissertation Chair was done through the entirety of this inquiry.
The Dissertation Chair served as a peer debriefer based upon her expertise in nursing
philosophy and inquiry regarding nursing knowledge development, and innovations in nursing
theory. Citing concerns regarding authority relationships or power imbalances between students
and doctoral committee members, consideration for Lincoln & Guba’s (1985) recommendation
that members of a doctoral candidate’s committee not serve as peer debriefer was thoughtfully
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taken into consideration. However, this was not a concern and without reservation, mentorship
by the Dissertation Chair for this inquiry was vital to the project’s development and subsequent
analysis and critical interpretation. All matters and processes related to the development of this
critical inquiry were guided by the Dissertation Chair’s ongoing efforts to challenge any
investigator biases, interpretations, and results. The investigator perceived no undue pressure or
coercive input by the Dissertation Chair during the course of the inquiry. Credibility was
supported by frequent reviews and checks on the analysis with the Dissertation Chair. Ongoing
critique increased the probability the findings are deemed credible.
Rich, thick, yet concise descriptions of study focus, key content and phrasing pulled from
the acute coronary syndrome nursing research reports coupled with detailed descriptions about
the interpretive analysis process reflects adherence to the operationalization of transferability.
Establishing dependability and confirmability for this inquiry was done through the audit
trail process. An audit trail was maintained and frequently reviewed by the Dissertation Chair
throughout the inquiry. Another means of addressing confirmability would have been to
interview the nurse researchers who authored the papers in order to validate their inferred
philosophical views, but this step was not feasible in the present study. Electronic messages, raw
data, and copies of all iterations of dissertation development and matrices have been preserved to
document the progress and evolution of this critical inquiry.
Summary
The methodology presented here provides details regarding the systematic process
utilized in this critical inquiry and reflects how the interpretive analysis was conducted. The
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cyclical process of moving between data collection, data reduction, data displays, and data
verification allows for new ideas and patterns to emerge.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
This chapter will present results of the critical inquiry. Three aims were identified to
guide this inquiry: 1) to examine the type and quantity of each type philosophical perspective
used in acute coronary syndrome nursing research, 2) to examine the level of consistency across
components of the research study in reflecting the philosophical perspectives used in acute
coronary syndrome nursing research, and 3) to explore characteristics of article sample groups
and authors across philosophical view. The tables presented below are the result of several
iterations of matrix displays each critically reviewed and constructed to address the research
questions.
Description of Sample of Research Articles
The literature sample consisted of 43 articles (21 articles from the Cumulative Index to
Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL) and 22 articles from PubMed Central) that met
specified inclusion and exclusion criteria (Appendix B). Inclusion criteria specified: 1) English
language articles, 2) reports of qualitative and/or quantitative acute coronary syndrome nursing
research, 3) first author is registered nurse, 4) title of article reflecting terms acute coronary
syndrome or similar words used in modern day practice to describe the constellation of signs,
symptoms, and terms or acronyms synonymous with acute coronary syndrome, such as “chest
pain,” “unstable angina,” (UA), “UA,” “non-ST elevation myocardial infarction,” (NSTEMI),
“NSTEMI,” “ST-elevation myocardial infarction,” (STEMI), “STEMI,” “acute myocardial
infarction,” (AMI), “AMI,” “myocardial infarction,” (MI), “MI,” “heart attack,” and 5) must
be primary report of acute coronary syndrome nursing research. Nursing journals dominated the
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sample (39 articles, 91%) with publications from the United States (31 articles, 72%) and 12
(28%) of the articles were published by nurse scholars around the world.
Research Aim 1
The analysis for Aim 1 involved determining which of the three philosophical
perspectives was most evident in each research publication. These perspectives were adapted
from Fawcett’s (1993) three worldviews; reaction worldview, reciprocal-interaction worldview,
and simultaneous action worldview. Key tenets and characteristics were used as a guide to infer
which philosophical perspective was found within the sample of articles (Table 1).
The focus of study, including study aims, purpose statements, hypotheses, and objectives,
the content of the article, and other research components were analyzed in order to determine
which of the three philosophical perspectives was implicit or most dominant as it best aligned
with the acute coronary syndrome nurse researcher’s focus of the research. None of the articles
referred to any specific philosophical view, although two articles did refer to philosophical
approaches called naturalism and pragmatism. Matrices were developed to record and examine
the components of the articles to determine the dominant type of philosophical perspective
underlying the research article. The frequency of each type of philosophical view is as follows:
The dominant perspective noted within the sample (N=43) was the simultaneous action
worldview (N=22 articles or 51%) followed by the reciprocal-interaction worldview (N=17 or
40%) and reaction worldview (N=4 or 9%).
Theme identification. For data reduction, the articles were first examined and organized
according to their inferred philosophical views. Once articles were categorized by philosophical
view, the articles within categories were examined to determine if any thematic patterns were
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evident within the groups. Themes were considered as a reflection of the ontological focus and
another means of checking the inferred philosophical view. The process of analyzing for themes
in an iterative, constant comparison fashion helped to validate if the article aligned with the
tenets of the philosophical view. Some redistribution of articles did occur.
Seven themes were identified inductively within the literature sample by analyzing the
Focus of Study statements and key content of each article. The themes are titled as follows: 1)
Disease Management, 2) Health Pattern Recognition & Experiences, 3) Human Agency, 4)
Integrative Nursing for Symptom Management, 5) Nursing Knowledge & Guideline
Recommendations, 6) Patient Education, and 7) Symptom Management.
Persistent iterative analysis of key article content and phrasing was the process used to
maximize the amount of thematic independence across the three philosophical perspectives. For
example, articles initially categorized thematically as Health Related Experiences or Patient
Education were incorporated into the Health Pattern Recognition & Experiences theme when the
focus of the educational program or learning event sought to help a patient increase their
knowledge of health patterns. Another example of the data reduction process involved an initial
Tool Quality theme being re-assessed and reduced to the focus of what symptoms the tool was
measuring. This process ultimately incorporated Tool Quality more appropriately into the
Symptom Management theme. Table 3 below shows two Focus of Study examples per thematic
category for illustration.
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TABLE 3. Examples of focus of study statements across themes.
Theme Title
Disease Management

Health Pattern
Recognition &
Experiences

Human Agency

Integrative Nursing for
Symptom Management

Nursing Knowledge &
Guideline
Recommendations

Patient Education

Symptom Management

Examples of Focus of Study Statements
-to compare cardiovascular risk factors between deployed service members who
experienced acute coronary syndrome and healthy, non- acute coronary syndrome
deployed service members
-to compare insulin infusion protocol and conventional therapy on blood glucose level
and outcomes in diabetic acute coronary syndrome patients
-to evaluate how patient perceptions re: seriousness and identification of cardiac related
symptoms play key role in decision to seek medical care
-to evaluate if nurses can screen hospitalized acute coronary syndrome patients for
depression with the Patient Health Questionnaire-2 as accurately as those screened with
longer versions
-to describe the information and support needs of Faroese women hospitalized for an
acute coronary syndrome event
-to identify traits and motivations of patients who restart smoking after hospitalization
for a coronary event
-as alternative to pain medications which risk adverse patient effects, to evaluate if
local/topical heat therapy is effective for relieving chest pain
-to assess how quality of sleep is affected by foot reflexology massage, foot bath, and a
combination of both
-to evaluate emergency department triage nurse adherence to American College of
Cardiologist & American Heart Association myocardial infarction
guidelines
-to determine if myocardial infarction specific sexual counseling by cardiac nurses has
evolved comparing years 1994 and 2009
-to determine if acute coronary syndrome and post-percutaneous coronary intervention
patients who attended a nurse practitioner-based post-discharge coronary artery disease
management program demonstrated improved compliance with self-care behaviors,
display improved physical and mental health, and express high satisfaction with care
-to determine if daily nurse provided predischarge teaching improves adherence to
healthy lifestyle after discharge
-to compare racial differences in women’s prodromal and acute symptoms of
myocardial infarction; minority women experience higher rates of heart disease,
disability, and death
-to identify occurrence and association of dyspnea, nausea and/or vomiting in
hospital/emergency medical services phase of care and their connection with patient’s
outcomes

Across philosophical perspectives, thematic categorizations revealed some clear patterns.
Disease Management aligned only with the reaction worldview. The Health Pattern Recognition
and Experiences theme was the dominant theme in the simultaneous action worldview (17 or
77% of the articles). The remaining themes aligned with the reciprocal-interaction worldview.
The reciprocal-interaction worldview showed the most diversity in themes.
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There were two instances of thematic overlap between the reciprocal-interaction
worldview and the simultaneous action worldview. The Human Agency theme, seen
predominantly in the simultaneous action worldview, was identified in three articles categorized
as the reciprocal-interaction worldview and the Health Pattern Recognition and Experiences
theme was identified in one reciprocal-interaction worldview article. Final categorization was
determined by additional iterative comparison of the focus of study, key article content and
phrasing, and matched tenets of the philosophical perspectives. Table 4 shows the frequency of
themes across philosophical perspectives.
TABLE 4. Themes across philosophical perspectives.
Reaction (N=4)
Reciprocal-interaction (N=17)

Simultaneous action (N=22)

Themes, Number of articles
-Disease Management, 4
-Health Pattern Recognition & Experiences, 1
-Human Agency, 3
-Integrative Nursing for Symptom Management, 3
-Nursing Knowledge & Guideline Recommendations, 2
-Patient Education, 2
-Symptom Management, 6
-Health Pattern Recognition & Experiences, 17
-Human Agency, 5

To follow, Table 5, Table 6, and Table 7 summarize data from all articles and provide
detail regarding themes identified across philosophical perspectives as well as key article content
used to systematically interpret how phrasing within the article text aligned with 1) each of the
three philosophical views, and 2) key tenets and characteristics of the three philosophical views.
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TABLE 5. Reaction worldview and matched key content with key tenets.
Author, Year

Focus of Study

McGraw, 2011

to compare cardiovascular
risk factors between
deployed service members
who experienced acute
coronary syndrome and
healthy, non-acute coronary
syndrome deployed service
members
to compare insulin infusion
protocol and conventional
therapy on blood glucose
level and outcomes in
diabetic acute coronary
syndrome patients
to determine if acute
coronary syndrome followup using interactive voice
response improved
compliance with best
practice guidelines

Sabouhi, 2015

Sherrard, 2015

Pelter, 2016

as predictors of hospital
complication, to assess
frequency of transient
myocardial ischemia and to
compare frequency across
treatment pathway

Key Content or Phrasing
Disease Management
“risk stratification; to compare risk
factors while controlling for…; case
control design to minimize
confounding effects of SES, stress…;
“

Key Tenets
-focus is on objective,
phenomena that can be
isolated, defined, observed,
and measured.

“hyperglycemia associated with poor
outcomes and increased mortality;
nurse’s role; blood sugar control
affects patient length of stay”

-appreciation for the whole
can be obtained by
studying individual parts
and adding parts together.

“automated calling; with IVR, 27% of
patients required no call at all
represented “net savings of time”
compared to standard phone call
which requires “personal contact
with each person regardless of need”;
medication compliance”
“to examine occurrence of TMI;
compare TMI frequency with
treatment plan; determine predictors
as mechanism to reduce in-hospital
complications; nurse role pivotal in
detection”

-change is predictable,
deterministic, and occurs
for survival and in response
to environmental change

-humans react to
environment in a linearchain of events, cause and
effect, predictable manner;
environmental stimulus
prompts human to change
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TABLE 6. Reciprocal-interaction worldview and matched key content with key tenets
Author, Year
Ruz, 2010

Attebring, 2004

Hahn, 2011

Shim, 2017

Mohammadpour,
2014

Rahmani, 2016

Bahrami, 2017

Focus of Study
Key Content or Phrasing
Health Pattern Recognition & Experiences
to evaluate if tool,
“anxiety not routinely assessed;
compared to the gold
failure to identify…makes them
standard tool, can measure more vulnerable; perceived
anxiety quickly,
control compared to anxiety;
efficiently, with reliability higher complication rates”
and validity
Human Agency
to identify traits and
“identify factors that can predict;
motivations of patients
health benefits of smoking
who restart smoking after
cessation; high summary index of
hospitalization for a
disease severity; motivation to
coronary event
quit”
to examine rates of acute
“exposure to second hand smoke
myocardial infarction
presents significant public health
across gender before and
and occupational hazard;
after smoke-free laws
“protections”; smoke free laws
enacted
must be more protective of women:
to assess long term
“nurse-led individualize
benefits of nurse-led,
education; self-efficacy; self-care
individualized education
compliance; health related QOL”
re: quality of life, selfcare, and self-efficacy
Integrative Nursing for Symptom Management
as alternative to pain
“pharmacological pain
medications which risk
management associated with
adverse patient effects, to
adverse drug effects; alternative
evaluate if local/topical
non-pharmacological methods to
heat therapy is effective
control chest pain; less financial
for relieving chest pain
burden on families and health care
system;
to assess how quality of
“suffer from decreased sleep
sleep is affected by foot
quality; mental factors;
reflexology massage, foot complementary care methods
bath, and a combination of useful; sleep basic human need;
both
sleep disturbance causes anxiety
disorders, ratelessness,
nervousness;
to investigate if
“complementary and alternative
aromatherapy massage
medicine strategies have fewer
intervention for older
complications; recommended for
patients with acute
elders; alleviating psychological
coronary syndrome will
and physiological responses
result in significant
among older women suffering”
differences in anxiety,
depression, and vital signs

Key Tenets
-objective and subjective
phenomena are studied
through quantitative and
qualitative methods of
inquiry

-human beings are holistic
with parts viewed in the
context of the whole, to
understand whole must
examine parts together,
parts are interrelated, not
distinct
-emphasis is placed on
empirical observations,
methodological controls,
and inferential data, analytic
techniques
-change is probabilistic and
complex

-objective and subjective
phenomena are studied
through quantitative and
qualitative methods of
inquiry

-human beings are holistic
with parts viewed in the
context of the whole, to
understand whole must
examine parts together,
parts are interrelated, not
distinct
-human beings are holistic
with parts viewed in the
context of the whole, to
understand whole must
examine parts together,
parts are interrelated, not
distinct
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TABLE 6. – Continued
Author, Year
ArslanianEngoren, 2011

Steinke, 2011

Eshah, 2013

HousholderHughes, 2015

McSweeney,
2010

O’KeefeMcCarthy, 2014

Focus of Study
Key Content or Phrasing
Nursing Knowledge & Guideline Recommendations
to evaluate emergency
“tailored educational
department triage nurse
interventions; importance of
adherence to American College complying with guidelines;
of Cardiologist & American
improving patient outcomes; goals,
Heart Association guidelines
attitudes, and beliefs are
incorporated that shape actions
and goal directed behaviors; nurse
awareness”
to determine if sexual
“receiving sexual information an
counseling by cardiac nurses
important part of quality of life;
has evolved comparing years
1994 and 2009

Patient Education
to determine if daily nurse
“scarcity of resources in
provided predischarge teaching developing countries; study aimed
improves adherence to healthy
at utilizing hospital time to teach
lifestyle after discharge
secondary prevention; reduce their
risk factor; health responsibilities;
nutrition; interpersonal
relationships”
to determine if acute coronary
“prevention programs improve
syndrome and post-intervention patient outcomes 26%; NP’s place
patients who attended an nurse
high value on prevention;
practitioner-based postemphasize active listening;
discharge disease management
promote self-care behaviors’
program demonstrated
emphasis on lifestyle
improved compliance with self- modification;”
care behaviors, display
improved physical and mental
health, and express high
satisfaction with care in rural
setting,
Symptom Management
to compare racial differences in “insufficient numbers of minority
women’s prodromal and acute
women; early recognition; factors
symptoms of myocardial
that shape symptom presentation;
infarction; minority women
description of symptoms may be
experience higher rates of heart influenced by race and cultural
disease, disability, and death
background; optimal treatment;”
examined tool designed to
“pain may not be assessed
evaluate nurse knowledge re:
adequately; no tools to examine
acute coronary syndrome pain
nurse’s knowledge and beliefs
management
about pain; limited “empirical”
guidance”

Key Tenets
reality is
multidimensional,
context dependent, and
relative

-human beings are
holistic with parts
viewed in the context of
the whole, to
understand whole must
examine parts together,
parts are interrelated,
not distinct
-humans are actively
(not reactively) engaged
with the environment;
reciprocal interactions

-human beings are
holistic with parts
viewed in the context of
the whole, to
understand whole must
examine parts together,
parts are interrelated,
not distinct

-reality is
multidimensional,
context dependent, and
relative

-emphasis is placed on
empirical observations,
methodological
controls, and inferential
data, analytic
techniques
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TABLE 6. – Continued
Author, Year
O’KeefeMcCarthy, 2015

Andersson,
2017

Ingram, 2017

Roche, 2017

Focus of Study

Key Content or Phrasing
Symptom Management
to evaluate relationship
“pain and anxiety management;
between nurse knowledge and
minimize further deterioration;
attitudes re: cardiac pain and
examine association between
anxiety and acute coronary
analgesic administration and pain
syndrome patients’ cardiac pain intensity; nurse’s pain knowledge
intensity and anxiety
and attitudes”
management
to identify occurrence and
“associated symptoms (nausea,
association of dyspnea, nausea
dyspnea) can influence diagnosis;
and/or vomiting in
connection with patient outcomes;
prehospital/emergency medical balance patient safety; trust
service phase of acute coronary patient; incorporate patient
syndrome care and their
contributions”
connection with patient’s
outcomes
to characterize profiles and
“pathways for patients; nurse-led
final diagnoses of patients
chest pain clinic; collaboratively
discharged from an emergency
managed nursing care in
department and referred to an
comparison to emergency
advanced nurse-led outpatient
department physician care plan;
chest pain clinic by clinic
referral type
to evaluate effectiveness and
“safety and quality of care
quality of rural hospital
delivered by rural NP’s;
emergency nurse practitioner
satisfaction with care; quality of
service in the management of
life; patients functional status;
patients with undifferentiated
medical officers preference to base
chest pain
clinical care on personal
experience versus adherence to
guidelines”

Key Tenets
-reality if
multidimensional,
context dependent, and
relative

-humans are actively
(not reactively) engaged
with the environment;
reciprocal interactions

-humans are actively
(not reactively) engaged
with the environment;
reciprocal interactions

-reality is
multidimensional,
context dependent, and
relative
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TABLE 7. Simultaneous action worldview and matched key content with key tenets
Author, Year
Nymark, 2009

Alsen, 2010

DeVon, 2010(a)

DeVon, 2010(b)

Fox-Wasylyshyn,
2010

Lopes, 2010

Shin, 2010

Focus of Study
Key Content or Phrasing
Health Pattern Recognition & Experiences
to evaluate how patient
“Self-regulative illness
perceptions re: seriousness and behavior; deepen
identification of cardiac
understanding of patient
related symptoms play key
behavior; patient decision
role in decision to seek
making; patient perception
medical care
of symptoms”
to examine overlap between
“relationship between
depression and fatigue, along
fatigue and depression;
with sociodemographic and
patients tend to perceive
clinical variables, in postfatigue without coexisting
myocardial infarction patients
depression; important to
identify…to improve their
daily lives”
to classify patients based on
“treatment seeking; efficacy
symptom experience as a
of treatments; empirically
means of determining
derived data; how patients
treatment seeking behavior
perceive and interpret their
during an acute coronary
symptoms serves as impetus
syndrome event.
for change;”
to identify factors impacting
“describe word patterns;
time to treatment (reperfusion) explore reasons; identify
delays and the decisionfactors that affect patient
making process of patients
decision-making; patients
seeking care in an emergency
were interviewed;
department
focused on patient perception, “Symptom congruence;
recognition, common
distracting efforts reflective
misconceptions and ambiguity of emotion focused coping;
re: signs and symptoms of
reducing AMI care-seeking
acute myocardial infarction
delay; patient expectations;
leading to care seeking delays
nature of their coping”
levels of anxiety measured and “anxiety negatively affects
compared during bed and
prognosis; take into account
shower baths as influenced by not only …level of
age, gender, medications,
dependency; patients
patient preference to caretaker allowed to participate in the
gender, and anxiety traits
planning and delivery of
care; bath… threat to their
safety due to invasion of
privacy”
to evaluate gender differences
“disrupts family, job, and
of historical depression and
social functioning; women
medication use because future continue to respond to their
cardiac events and mortality
ACS event more
may be at higher risk due to
emotionally; women attitude
post- acute coronary syndrome not as patient but as
depression.
caregiver”

Key Tenets
-impetus to prevent more
serious consequences, more
caring processes

-human beings change
continuously evolving as
self-organized fields

-change is unpredictable
leading humans to move
through stages of
organization/disorganization
to more complex
organization
-human beings change
continuously evolving as
self-organized fields

-Focus on illuminating
meanings, personal
becoming, transcendence,
and pattern recognition

-Focus on illuminating
meanings, personal
becoming, transcendence,
and pattern recognition

-change is unpredictable
leading humans to move
through stages of
organization/disorganization
to more complex
organization
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TABLE 7. – Continued
Author, Year
Crumlish, 2011

Dessotte, 2011

Hwang, 2011

Kalman, 2013

McGuire, 2013

Sanner, 2013

Focus of Study
Key Content or Phrasing
Health Pattern Recognition & Experiences
repetition and rehearsal during “recognition and prompt
patient education sessions re:
response to symptoms;
early recognition and response problematic emotional
to signs and symptoms of
responses; having
heart attack will result in
participants project how
increased knowledge and
they would interpret and
decreased delays in treatment
respond to symptoms;
seeking
opportunity to rehearse
appropriate behaviors”
assessed patient’s health
“is a need to explore how
related quality of life prior to
individuals perceive their
1st hospital admission,
health-related quality of
identified potential
life; women are more
associations between QOL,
vulnerable, greater
gender, and prior treatment for emotional impairment;
any other cardiovascular
result emphasize need to
condition evaluated patient’s
individualize care”
prodromal experience and
interpretation as mechanism to
determine whether the
presence of prodromal
symptoms was predictive of
prehospital care seeking delay
to gather information re:
“decreasing care-seeking
patient’s self-reported health
delays; recognizing
status, cardiac related QOL,
prodromal symptoms;
and perceived social support
educational strategies
should focus on improving
outcomes.
to increase women’s
“women need to be
knowledge and response to
educated; more
female prodromal and acute
unrecognized; more
heart attack symptoms
misdiagnosed; discharged
without appropriate
interventions or treatments;
to increase women’s
knowledge:
to evaluate if nurses can
“depression not recognized
screen hospitalized acute
by health care providers;
coronary syndrome patients
associated with morbidity
for depression with the Patient and mortality; lack of
Health Questionnaire-2 as
consistent screening;
accurately as those screened
neglected area of patient
with longer versions
care”
to explore women’s depressive “self-reports with BDI-II;
symptoms during
limited research on women;
hospitalization
focused on strengths and
received weakness”

Key Tenets
-focus on illuminating
meanings, personal
becoming, transcendence,
and pattern recognition

-impetus to prevent more
serious consequences, more
caring processes

-human beings are identified
by pattern, reflecting inner
strengths, more optimistic
and innovative view

-Focus on illuminating
meanings, personal
becoming, transcendence,
and pattern recognition

-impetus to prevent more
serious consequences, more
caring processes

-Focus on illuminating
meanings, personal
becoming, transcendence,
and pattern recognition
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TABLE 7. – Continued
Author, Year
Frazier, 2014

O’Brien, 2014

Singh, 2016

Weibel, 2016

Norekval, 2009

Askham, 2010

Mendes, 2010

Focus of Study
Key Content or Phrasing
Health Pattern Recognition & Experiences
to describe association
“20-30% prevalence of
between single screening
depression yet screening not
question re: depressive
part of routine care; takes
symptoms and the Beck
time to conduct full depression
Depression Inventory-II
analysis and evaluation; selfreported symptoms with BDIII”
to implement an educational
“expedite help-seeking
program to improve
behavior; attitudes and beliefs
knowledge, attitudes and
were measured; emotions
beliefs about acute coronary
were targeted motivational
syndrome
interviewing techniques;
underpinned by Leventhal’s
theoretical framework”
to evaluate effectiveness of a
“morbidity and mortality
nurse-led health education
because patient can not
program on knowledge,
recognize their symptoms;
attitude and beliefs towards
nurse-led educational
acute coronary syndrome
intervention; nurses pal
important role in identifying
patient needs; pre-hospital
delays”
to evaluate if individualized
“Early education benefits
patient education early in
patients; behavioral changes
hospitalization period
influenced by personal factors,
positively impacts selfknowledge deficits; patient
efficacy and cardiac
learning needs, self-efficacy”
rehabilitation program
attendance
Human Agency
to evaluate any existing
“relationships; sense of
relationships between sense of coherence; optimize quality of
coherence and quality of life
life; maintaining physical,
in elder female myocardial
psychosocial, and
infarction survivors
environmental aspects of
quality f life
to describe the information
“unclear what information
and support needs of Faroese
needs and support women
women hospitalized for an
require; describing the
acute coronary syndrome
experience of women…;
event
required further elucidation to
facilitate optimal outcomes
to explore how women exhibit “strategies utilized by women
strength post-stent placement
to develop strengths; health
and during the post- acute
promotion; recovery; to
coronary syndrome recovery
develop richer theoretical
period
understanding of the nature of
inner strength; the women
identified their fear;”

Key Tenets
-human beings change
continuously evolving as
self-organized fields

-impetus to prevent more
serious consequences,
more caring processes

-change is unpredictable
leading humans to move
through stages of
organization/disorganizatio
n to more complex
organization

-human beings are
identified by pattern,
reflecting inner strengths,
more optimistic and
innovative view

-human beings are
identified by pattern,
reflecting inner strengths,
more optimistic and
innovative view
-human beings change
continuously evolving as
self-organized fields

-human beings are
identified by pattern,
reflecting inner strengths,
more optimistic and
innovative view
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TABLE 7. – Continued
Author, Year
Jong-Watt, 2011

Herber, 2017

Focus of Study

Key Content or Phrasing
Human Agency
fatigue, anxiety, chest
“self-reported; patient
discomfort, tummy
centered practice; social
(indigestion), shortness of
support (feeling loved, valued,
breath, sleeping difficulties
esteemed), contextual and
(FACTSS) & chest sensation
psychosocial role in treatment
or pain, unusual fatigue,
and rehabilitation; guided by
radiating pain, breathing
values of respect, human
difficulties (CURB) acronyms dignity, and person as leader;
developed
to identify reasons patients
“just not for me; reasons why
provide for why they fail to
patients don’t attend; how
attend or fail to complete
future uptake could be
cardiac rehabilitation
influenced; revealed
programs
misconceptions

Key Tenets
-Focus on illuminating
meanings, personal
becoming, transcendence,
and pattern recognition

-impetus to prevent more
serious consequences,
more caring processes

Research Aim 2
Analysis for Aim 2 involved examining level of consistency by analyzing alignment
between the philosophical perspective of each article (as identified as part of Research Aim 1)
and five components of the study; 1) the acute coronary syndrome nurse researcher’s background
and significance statements, 2) any expressed theoretical framework, 3) the focus of study
(summary of aims, purpose statements, objectives, and hypotheses), 4) research design, and 5)
the measurement approach. The level of consistency was quantified and expressed as a rating
ranging from high-3, medium-2, and weak-1. A high-3 rating indicates that the attributes of the
philosophical perspective were clearly represented in the research report across all or most of the
research components. A low-1 rating indicates that the attributes of the philosophical perspective
was not clearly identified in the components of the research report.
Overall, there was a high percentage of consistency across the article sample (Appendix
D). A large number (30 articles or 70%) of the literature sample rated high-3 while the remainder
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of the sample rated medium-2 (13 articles or 30%). None of the articles were rated as low-1.
Table 8 provides a sampling of articles across the three ratings of consistency.
TABLE 8. Examples of articles across different consistency ratings.
Author,
Year
Reaction
worldview

Reciprocalinteraction
worldview

McGraw,
2011

None
identified
by author

Sabouhi,
2015

None
identified
by author

Rahmani,
2016

None
identified
by author
None
identified
by author

Andersson,
2017

Simultaneous
action
worldview

Theory

DeVon,
2010(b)

None
identified
by author

Askham,
2010

Naturalism

Focus of Study
To compare risk factors between
deployed service members who
experienced acute coronary syndrome
and healthy, non- acute coronary
syndrome deployed service members
To compare insulin infusion protocol
and conventional therapy on blood
glucose level and outcomes in diabetic
acute coronary syndrome patients
To assess how quality of sleep is
affected by foot reflexology massage,
foot bath, and a combination of both
To identify occurrence and association
of dyspnea, nausea and/or vomiting in
prehospital phase of acute coronary
syndrome care and their connection
with patient’s outcomes
To identify factors impacting time to
treatment (reperfusion) delays and the
decision-making process of patients
seeking care in an emergency
department
To describe the information and support
needs of Faroese women hospitalized
for an acute coronary syndrome event

Research Design

Measurement
Approach

Consistency
3-high,
2-medium,
1-weak
2

Matched case
control study

Electronic
medical record
data collection

Randomized
control trial

Data collection
from glucometer

3

Quasiexperimental
study
Quantitative,
interventional
design

Verran SnyderHalpern
Questionnaire
Data collection
by ambulance
nurses

2

Descriptive
cross-sectional
design

two-question
patient interview

2

Descriptive
exploratory study
design

Interview Guide

3

3

In cases where there was a medium-2 level of consistency in identifying the appropriate
philosophical perspective to categorize the article, the determining factor was the methodological
approach used in the author’s research study. Matching descriptions of key tenets and
characterizations between philosophical perspectives noted in Table 1 was the process used to
establish which methods of study aligned more accurately with individual philosophical
perspectives. For example, one of the key tenets for the reaction worldview states a focus on
objective phenomena which can be isolated defined, observed, and measured compared to the
reciprocal-interaction worldview key tenet which states objective and subjective phenomena are
studied through quantitative and qualitative methods of inquiry.
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The distribution of consistency ratings was similar across the three philosophical views.
However, it was noted that the simultaneous action worldview had the highest number of high-3
ratings. In addition, compared to the reaction worldview and the reciprocal-interaction
worldview, the simultaneous action worldview also reported the largest number of expressed
theoretical models, theories, conceptual ideas, and theoretical frameworks. Fifteen articles (35%)
identified theoretical models (Leventhal’s Self-Regulatory Model, Acute Myocardial Infarction
Coping Model, Bandura’s Self Efficacy Model, Pender’s Health Belief Model), theories (Gate
Control Theory, Stage of Change Theory, Theory of Inner Strength in Women), conceptual ideas
(“clinical gestalt”, patient-centered care), and a theoretical framework (Antonovsky’s
Salutogenic framework) for their acute coronary syndrome research. The theoretical models,
theories, conceptual ideas and theoretical frameworks were taken into consideration during the
analysis for information regarding potential tenets or principles reflective of one of the
philosophical views. Table 9 shows the frequency of consistency ratings within each of the
identified philosophical views.
TABLE 9. Frequency of consistency ratings within philosophical perspectives.
Reaction (N=4)
Reciprocal-interaction (N=17)
Simultaneous action (N=22)

3-High N (%)

2-Medium N (%)

1-Weak N (%)

3 (75)
12 (71)
15 (68)

1 (25)
5 (29)
7 (32)

0
0
0

Research Aim 3
Analysis for Aim 3 involved exploring characteristics of the article sample groups and
nurse researchers. Most of the articles (98%) were considered human subject research as
designated by a local institutional review board. A majority of the articles (36 articles or 82%)
enrolled individuals 55 years of age and older and one article specified no ages for their
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participants. In addition, a diverse set of nationalities were found within the literature sample.
Twenty-one articles (49%) described sample groups outside the United States either from
Australia, Brazil, China and its surrounding countries, Faroe Islands, Iran, Ireland, Jordan,
Korea, Norway, Scotland, Sweden, or Switzerland. One article was noted to have a predominant
African-American cohort and 16 articles (37%) enrolled a majority Caucasian cohort.
Analysis of gender characteristics within the sample groups revealed 22 articles (51%)
having an ≥ 55% enrollment of male participants. Nine articles (21%) were noted to have a ≥
55% enrollment of female participants as compared to men and seven articles (16%) described
strictly male or female inclusion cohorts. Four articles (9%) revealed close to equal (defined as
enrollment rates between 45-54%) percentages of males and females in the sample group and
one article failed to describe a breakdown of gender characteristics in their sample.
Demographic Characteristics of Sample Groups Across Philosophical Perspectives
Each of the philosophical perspectives were found to have similar sample sizes, gender,
age, and ethnic characteristics. No distinct patterns were noted across the three philosophical
perspectives. Appendix E shows demographic characteristics of sample groups across each of the
three philosophical perspectives.
Characteristics of Acute Coronary Syndrome Nurse Researchers
In terms of authorship, 98% of the articles were written by more than one author and 27
(63%) of the acute coronary syndrome nurse researchers were female. Doctorate degrees are held
by 27 (63%) of the acute coronary syndrome nurse researchers. As it relates to funding source,
12% of the acute coronary syndrome nurse researchers received funds from a combination of
sources, such as academic grants, federal grants, and/or private funding from foundations. Other
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dominant funding sources within the sample included academic research grants (14%), federal
funding from the National Institute of Nursing Research (9%), and governmental/outside United
States grants (14%). University affiliations were found to be a predominant site for each of the
acute coronary syndrome nurse researchers in the sample (79%) followed by hospitals
affiliations (14%) and smaller cohorts from institutes (2%), colleges (2%), and medical centers
(2%). Table 10 displays characteristics of nurse researchers.
TABLE 10. Frequency (N, %) of characteristics of acute coronary syndrome nurse researchers.
Gender
Female – 27 (63)
Male – 6 (12)
Unk* – 10 (23)

Credentials
Master –. 10 (23)
PhD – 27 (63)
PhD candidate – 2 (5)
PhD student – 2 (5)
RN* -2 (5)

Affiliation

Country of Publication

Funding Source

Colleges – 1 (2)
Hospitals – 6 (14)
Medical center – 1 (2)
Private – 1 (2)
University – 34 (79)

Brazil – 2 (5)
Academic – 6 (14)
Canada –. 3 (7)
Combination* – 5 (12)
International/Europe – 4 (9)
Governmental/OUS* – 6 (14)
Iran – 1 (2)
Governmental/US – 4 (9)
Ireland – 1 (2)
No funding– 16 (37)
United Kingdom – 1 (2)
Nursing Association – 1 (2)
United States (US) – 31 (72)
Private – 5 (12)
*Unk – unknown, not found, not listed; RN-registered nurse; OUS-outside US; Combination – federal, governmental, academic, and/or private
funding sources

Characteristics of Acute Coronary Syndrome Nurse Researchers Across Philosophical
Perspectives
Analysis across philosophical perspectives revealed a limited number of male authors
within the sample (Appendix F). The number may be misleading based on an inability to identify
gender characteristics from 23% of the sample. A variety of attempts were made to identify
missing characteristics for authors. On-line search results for past publications, past
presentations, lectures, pictures, biographies, and university faculty information was examined in
an attempt to gather as much missing characteristic information as possible to complete this
inquiry. There is a noted absence of Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP) degreed authors within
the sample.
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Each of the philosophical perspectives were found to have similar credential and
affiliation characteristics reflected in the large amount of PhD authors and majority university
affiliations. Of interest was despite the majority of authors being affiliated in a university setting
(77%), a limited number of articles were funded by academic sources (14%) and the large
number of articles made no mention of funding source (40%). It is unclear if this lack of funding
from academia is related to limited higher education fund allocation or disinterest in investing in
acute coronary syndrome nursing research. Table 11 provides details regarding characteristics of
acute coronary syndrome nurse researchers across each of the three philosophical perspectives
identified by Fawcett (1993); reaction, reciprocal-interaction, and simultaneous action.
TABLE 11. Frequency (N, %) of characteristics of acute coronary syndrome nurse researchers
across philosophical perspectives*
Reaction
(N=4)

Gender
Female – 4
(100)
Male - 0

Credentials
Master – 2 (50)
PhD - 2 (50)

Affiliation
Medical center-1
(25)
University-3 (75)

Country of Publication
Canada – 1 (25)
Iran – 1 (25)
US – 2 (50)

Funding Source
Combination – 1 (25)
Governmental/US – 1
(25)
No funding– 1 (25)
Private – 1 (25)

Reciprocalinteraction
(N=17)

Female –10
(53)
Male – 3 (18)
Unk – 4 (24)

Master – 4 (24)
PhD – 10 (59)
PhD candidate – 2
(12)
RN – 1 (6)

Hospital- 5 (29)
University – 12
(71)

Canada – 2 (12)
International – 2 (12)
US – 13 (76)

Simultaneous action
(N=22)

Female –13
(76)
Male – 3 (14)
Unk – 6 (27)

Master – 5(23)
PhD – 14 (64)
PhD student – 2 (9)
RN – 1 (5)

College – 1 (5)
Hospital – 2 (9)
Private – 1 (5)
University – 18
(82)

Brazil –. 2 (9)
Canada- 1 (5)
International/Europe – 2
(9)
United Kingdom – 1 (5)
US – 16 (73)

Academic – 6 (35)
Combination – 3 (18)
Governmental/OUS – 1
(6)
Governmental/US– 1 (6)
No funding – 4 (24)
Nursing association – 1
(6)
Private – 1 (6)
Combination –3 (14)
Governmental/OUS – 5
(23)
Governmental/US – 3
(14)
No funding – 11 (50)

* Characteristics for McCarthy, 2014 and McCarthy, 2015 in the reciprocal-interaction worldview and DeVon, 2010(a) and 2010(b) in the
simultaneous action worldview were counted individually despite being from the same author.
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Summary
This chapter described the iterative interpretive analysis used to determine dominant
philosophical perspectives found in acute coronary syndrome nursing research, the level of
consistency found across components of the research study and the inferred philosophical lens,
and the characteristics of article sample groups and acute coronary syndrome nurse researchers.
Answers addressing each of the aims identified for this critical inquiry were guided by Fawcett’s
(1993) philosophical framework.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
The overall purpose of this critical inquiry was to describe the philosophical perspectives
shaping nursing research in acute coronary syndrome. Results revealed from examining the aims
indicated that a nursing perspective in contrast to the biomedical perspective was evident in the
underlying philosophical views represented across the publications, and this perspective for the
most part was consistently represented within each article. In addition, results across each of the
three philosophical perspectives indicated that certain demographic characteristics of the
research sample groups in the articles suggested potential bias in gender and ethnicity.
Philosophical View Underlying Acute Coronary Syndrome Nursing Research
The findings of this critical inquiry revealed a majority of articles within the sample
aligned with one of two nursing philosophical perspectives; simultaneous action worldview and
reciprocal-interaction worldview, compared to 9% of the articles aligning with the reaction
worldview, considered more closely associated with a non-nursing philosophical view (e.g., a
biomedical model). These findings suggest that a clearly nursing perspective of human health
and healthcare is dominant across acute coronary syndrome nursing studies, which present the
patient at the center of investigations, the patient as a holistic and active participant in the world,
and the patient whose needs and health goals are considered primary. This is significant in the
sense that it may be expected that, given the abundance of medical research into acute coronary
syndrome, nursing research would also reflect a biomedical emphasis on disease and its medical
treatments. However, results from this research suggest that non-nursing philosophical
perspectives such as biomedical views have not coopted the development of nursing knowledge
in acute coronary syndrome nursing research. Instead, it may be concluded that nursing
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researchers have been successful in obtaining recognition and funding for their work, conducted
from its disciplinary perspective.
Nursing Ontology and Epistemology
Overall, the themes identified by analyzing the content of the articles aligned with the
ontological and epistemological characteristics of each of the three philosophical views. The
theme of the reaction worldview articles (Disease Management) reflected a focus on the acute
coronary syndrome disease process and were congruent with the biomedical perspective of acute
coronary syndrome. Themes of the reciprocal-interaction worldview (Health Pattern Recognition
& Experiences, Human Agency, Integrative Nursing for Symptom Management, Nursing
Knowledge & Guideline Recommendations, Patient Education, & Symptom Management) and
the simultaneous action worldview (Health Pattern Recognition & Experiences & Human
Agency) were congruent with disciplinary philosophical perspectives of human health and
illness.
A pattern of epistemology in terms of the research method was evident in the methods
described in each article. Distinctions in methodological approaches were sometimes used as a
means to infer and differentiate the underlying philosophical view in the research study. For
example, the four articles in the reaction worldview focused measurement on objective
measurement of disease or medical treatment focused variables (e.g., risk stratification,
compliance rates). Studies using measurement approaches incorporating subjective variables
(fear, motivations, anxiety, inner strength, self-efficacy) and objective variables were reflected in
the simultaneous action worldview while studies that used a combination of objective and
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subjective variables (blood pressure evaluations as indicators of fear and anxiety, symptom
congruence) were reflected in the reciprocal-interaction worldview.
Parallel analysis of themes and methods in the articles, determined to reflect ontological
and epistemological perspectives respectively, facilitated inferences made regarding the
underlying philosophical view of many articles. However, there were some shared themes and
methods between the reciprocal-interaction and simultaneous action views. These shared views
raised the question as to whether a more parsimonious philosophical view might better represent
the underlying view of acute coronary syndrome nursing research. This philosophical view is
addressed below, along with implications from findings regarding gender and ethnicity of the
research samples.
Gender and Ethnic Disparities
Whereas there are no specific tenets regarding gender parity and ethnic diversity within
the philosophical views, this was included in the analysis of articles since research studies are
known to reflect disparity in the recruitment and inclusion of women and non-whites (Dresser, R,
1992; Patterson & Emanuel, 1995; Blomkalns, Chen, Hochman, Peterson, Trynosky, Diercks,
Brogan, Boden, …Newby, 2005; Geller, Adams, & Carnes, 2006). Further, this is a concern as
viewed through the lens of critical theory and its approach in identifying structures of dominating
discourses, power hierarchies, and oppression, as well as, emancipation from societal or social
structures limiting human potential (Chinn & Kramer, 2011; Reed, 2011, 2018; Rodgers, 2005).
Twenty-nine articles (67%) made no mention of concern or acknowledgment of the
predominantly male or predominantly white samples within their research studies. Authors did
not report steps taken to facilitate equality in gender recruitment and ethnic diversity. Authors
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did consistently make statements regarding the significance of their findings yet an evaluation of
gender and ethnicity breakdown within their sample demographic tables revealed predominantly
white male cohorts.
Unacknowledged disparities in gender and ethnic characteristics weakens the science of
acute coronary syndrome nursing research and may also undermine the trust afforded to the
nursing profession by communities served. Steps taken to mitigate gender and ethnic disparities
in sample groups needs to be articulated by acute coronary syndrome nurse authors and is of
paramount importance in the generalizability and credibility of acute coronary syndrome nursing
research.
Recommendations for the Future of Nursing Philosophy and Science Research
Whereas a majority of articles did align with the simultaneous action worldview,
followed by the reciprocal-interaction worldview, the overlap in themes shared between the
views, coupled with the gender and ethnicity disparities found in the sample, suggests there may
be need for a more comprehensive nursing philosophy for nursing science. That is, this should be
a philosophy that has ontological and epistemological tenets that are congruent with extant
themes of extant nursing philosophies and congruent with methods that facilitate qualitative and
quantitative methods in nursing research. A potential philosophy is that of intermodernism,
originally proposed by Reed in 1995 and further developed in later publications as a philosophy
for nursing science and practice (Reed, 2011; Reed, 2018). It is a philosophy to promote not only
the science but the practice of care that is congruent with research evidence and nursing values.
While each of the three perspectives informed by Fawcett (1993) are valued and provide
a recognized and respected structure to nursing knowledge development, overlaps in the
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reciprocal-interaction and simultaneous action views were identified in this critical inquiry. The
overlap in themes poses new questions for future nursing research. The extant philosophical view
proposed to address ontological and epistemological overlap is intermodernism.
Intermodernism
Intermodernism is a view formulated initially from a philosophy of nursing science called
neomodernism by Reed in 1995 and 2006 (Arslanian-Engoren, Hicks, Whall, & Algase, 2005;
Watson, 1995; Whall & Hicks, 2002). Intermodernism is a philosophical perspective which
“honors the wisdom of the middle way” (Reed, 2011, p. 15). Intermodernism does not eschew
the value of traditional scientific approaches but bridges the scientific approach with views
focusing on the human being and the reality of their contextual influences (e.g., cultural,
political, socioeconomic) (Reed, 2011). Intermodernism precludes the hegemony of non-nursing
philosophical perspectives from diverting nursing from its humanistic goals and weakening
nursing’s collective voice. Hegemony by non-nursing philosophical perspectives is not in the
best interest of patients. Intermodernism allows for a multiplicity of ideas and methodologies
while remaining cognizant of nursing’s shared meaning and value for human agency, social
justice, and autonomy (Reed, 2011).
Ontologically, the intermodernism view encourages self-reflection and ongoing personal
critique of nursing practice as being a key tenet of knowledge development. It regards nursing as
both a practice and a process allowing for a scientific and systematic development of nursing
knowledge to be coupled with nursing’s active engagement in facilitating well-being or to
“engage the person’s inner resources for well-being” (Reed, 2018, p. 30). In addition, the
philosophical view recalls Florence Nightingale’s scholarly work in identifying the person-
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environment dimension and the value of an individual’s life experiences and their healing
capacity.
Epistemologically, three key tenets of intermodernism; empiricism, methods, and
discovery, further support “the middle way” approach of this philosophical perspective. This
philosophical perspective aims to bridge the gap between empiricist and interpretivist research
approaches in a pluralistic process of knowledge discovery (Reed, 2018, p. 28). This plurality is
congruent with methods used in the reciprocal-interaction and simultaneous action views where
objective as well as subjective measurement approaches were used.
In reference to diversity, the intermodernism view addresses an ethical philosophical
dimension through its incorporation of critical emancipatory perspectives to support diversity in
gender, ethnicity, and other human demographics. Holistic understanding of health-related
phenomena must include study of these phenomena and events as they occur across all attributes
and characteristics of human beings. Further, an underlying motivation is to support scholarly
ways to “decolonize our discipline” from dominant discourses that may be distracting us from
our value for health and well-being (Reed, 2018, p. 31).
Limitations and Strengths
A strength of this study is that, in the absence of explicitly stated philosophical views by
the acute coronary syndrome nurse researchers, the investigator engaged in a careful and
comprehensive analysis and interpretation of underlying philosophical views, examining both the
coherence between the article and the philosophical view, and the internal consistency across the
key components within each research article in reflecting the particular philosophical
perspective.
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Limitations are recognized and appreciated within this critical inquiry. First, the sampling
was limited to only published reports of acute coronary syndrome research and where the first
author is a nurse. However, this is a relevant first step in reviewing existing studies done by
nurses. Second, the results cannot be generalized beyond the parameters of this particular
sampling of research articles. Third, interpretive analysis of each article did not include a
secondary reviewer. With the exception of the four articles reviewed by the Dissertation Chair
during the development of the Master Analysis Tool in the pilot study of this inquiry, none of the
articles were analyzed by a second person. All articles were analyzed by this investigator solely.
However, ongoing validation of interpretations of the data was done with the Dissertation Chair
throughout the analysis process. Finally, individual nurse researchers in the sample were not
contacted to discuss the philosophical perspectives underlying their research. Philosophical
perspectives were inferred by this investigator in consultation with the Dissertation Chair.
Conclusion
Nurse researchers overall reflected clear and consistent nursing perspectives in published
reports of their studies into acute coronary syndrome. However, the philosophical perspectives
were somewhat fragile as they were not explicitly identified by researchers in disseminating their
work. Given the dominance of medical perspectives in healthcare, this is an ongoing concern. It
is the hope of this investigator that critical inquiry into philosophical perspectives of nurse
researchers will be applied across all therapeutic indications incorporating diverse patient
populations and that nursing philosophy-based research will grow in interest and funding
opportunities. Also, it is encouraged that nurses across diverse therapeutic indications will more
explicitly if not deliberately embrace and incorporate a nursing philosophical perspective as they
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engage in planning, implementing, and interpreting their research endeavors. Intermodernism
eschews narrow or biased discourses and practices that minimize or marginalize the substantial
role of nursing knowledge in cardiovascular health, and health most broadly. It is recognized as a
view which allows for the integration of rigorous scientific approaches with more humanistic,
emancipatory, and holistic values undergirding the nursing profession.
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Key Tenets and Characteristics of Philosophical Perspectives
Reaction WV (RWV)
• Humans are composed of parts, joined together, bio-psycho-social and spiritual
beings, can know the whole by studying individual parts
• Humans react to environment in a linear-chain of events, cause and effect,
predictable manner; environmental stimulus¹ prompts human to change
• Change is predictable, deterministic, and occurs for survival and in response to
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• Focus is on objective phenomena that can be isolated, defined, observed, and
measured.
• Appreciation for the whole can be obtained by studying individual parts and
adding parts together.
• Nursing practice role is authoritarian.
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• Human beings are holistic with parts viewed in the context of the whole, to
understand whole must examine parts together, parts are interrelated, not distinct³
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• Reality is multidimensional, context dependent, and relative
• Change is probabilistic and complex⁴
• Objective and subjective phenomena are studied through quantitative and
qualitative methods of inquiry
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inferential data, analytic techniques
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• Human beings are identified by pattern, reflecting inner strengths, more optimistic
and innovative view
• Impetus to prevent more serious consequences, more caring processes
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identified by their parts
• Human beings change continuously evolving as self-organized fields
• Change is unpredictable leading humans to move through stages of
organization/disorganization to more complex organization
• Focus on illuminating meanings, personal becoming, transcendence, and pattern
recognition
• Consideration for patient defined health goals is considered
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Philosophical Perspective Examples and Definitions:
1. Environmental stimulus: any detectable change in the environment precipitating a chain of
events
2. Human is deemed passive, yet reactive, requiring the environment to first stimulate
impetus for change. Change lacks evolution.
3. Human experiences are influenced by relationships with others, health and illness,
exposure to life and death situations, suffering and care-giving, and value-based
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interrelated parts
4. Change is difficult and evidenced by multiple possible outcomes, each outcome holds
various degrees of certainty and uncertainty
5. Providing insight and clarity behind individual beliefs⁵.
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advanced nurse-led outpatient chest
pain clinic by clinic referral type
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Roche, 2017
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pain
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study design
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author
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analysis
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to identify factors impacting time to
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cross-sectional
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two-question
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AMI Coping
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Focused on patient perception,
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symptoms of AMI leading to care
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Coping with Heart
Attack Symptoms
Scale (CHASS)
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Lopes, 2010
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Levels of anxiety measured and
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3

3
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caretaker gender, and anxiety traits

study design

Inventory (STAI)

Theory of
Inner
Strength in
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strength post-stent placement and
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author
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depression
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Beck Depression
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Repetition and rehearsal during
patient education sessions re: early
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in increased knowledge and
decreased delays in treatment
seeking.
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experimental,
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randomization

Pre- & Post-test
Cardiac Survey
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Dessotte, 2011
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author
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cross sectional
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Medical Outcomes
Study (MOS): 36Item Short Form
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(SF-36)
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author
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was predictive of prehospital care
seeking delay

Descriptive
study
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Jong-Watt, 2011

PatientCentered
Care (PCC);
knowing the
patient;
“philosophy
of patient
centered care
based on
wholeness of
human
beings…”

To gather information re: patient’s
self-reported health status, cardiac
related QOL, and perceived social
support

Quantitative
descriptive

Seattle Angina
Questionnaire
(SAC), Enhancing
Recovery in CHD
(ENRICHD)
Study-Social
Support Inventory
(ESSI)

3

Kalman, 2013

None
identified by
author

FACTSS & CURB acronyms
developed to increase women’s
knowledge and response to female
prodromal and acute heart attack
symptoms

Pilot study,
Quasiexperimental,
pre-test, posttest

Matters of Your
Heart

2

McGuire, 2013

None
identified by
author

To evaluate if nurses can screen
hospitalized acute coronary
syndrome patients for depression
with the PHQ-2 as accurately as
those screened with longer versions
of the PHQ

crosssectional,
comparative
design

Patient Health
Questionnaire
(PHQ)

3

Mendes, 2010

Shin, 2010

Crumlish, 2011

3
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Sanner, 2013

None
identified by
author

to explore women’s depressive
symptoms during hospitalization

Cross
sectional
observational
study

Beck Depression
Inventory-II (BDIII)

2

Frazier, 2014

None
identified by
author

To describe association between
single screening question re:
depressive symptoms and the Beck
Depression Inventory-II

Interviews,
self-reported
questionnaires

Beck Depression
Inventory-II (BDIII)

3

O’Brien, 2014

Leventhal’s
SelfRegulatory
Model of
Illness
Behavior

To implement an educational
program to improve knowledge,
attitudes and beliefs about acute
coronary syndrome

multi-site,
RCT

ACS Response
Index

3

Singh, 2016

None
identified by
author

to evaluate effectiveness of a nurseled health education program on
knowledge, attitude and beliefs
towards acute coronary syndrome

single-group
quasiexperimental
design

ACS Response
Index

3

Weibel, 2016

Bandura’s
Self Efficacy

to evaluate if individualized patient
education early in hospitalization
period positively impacts selfefficacy and cardiac rehabilitation
program attendance

pilot RCT

Cardiac Patient
Learning Needs
Inventory
(CPLNI), Cardiac
Self-Efficacy
Scale, Hospital
Anxiety and
Depression Scale–
Deutsche (HADSD)

3

Herber, 2017

Pragmatism

to identify reasons patients provide
for why they fail to attend or fail to
complete cardiac rehabilitation
programs

Qualitative
study

Hospital Anxiety
Depression Scale
(HADS)

3
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RWV

RIWV

Author, Year

n=, Gender

Age (mean)

Ethnicity

McGraw, 2011

n=230, male only inclusion criteria

45 years

80% white

Sabouhi, 2015

n=64, 60% female

64 years

Assumed 100% Iranian

Sherrard, 2015

n=1608, >70% male

63 years

Unk

Pelter, 2016
Attebring, 2004

n=291, 66% male
n=434 smokers, 71% male, n=348
quitter & non-quitter, 72% male

65 years
59 years

91% white
Assumed 100% Swedish

McSweeney, 2010

n=1270, female only inclusion criteria

65 years

43% African American, 42% white

Ruz, 2010

n=476, 66% male

62 years

Unk

Arslanian-Engoren, 2011

n=158, 85% female

47 years

Unk

Hahn, 2011

n=2692, female cases pre-law 47%,
female cases post-law 37%

67 years pre-,
66 years postlaw

Unk

Steinke, 2011

n=320, 95% female

44 years

93% white

Eshah, 2013

n=104, 59% male

48 years

Assumed 100% Jordanian

Mohammadpour, 2014

n=66, 59% female

61 years

Assumed 100% Iranian

O’Keefe-McCarthy, 2014

n=8, 100% female

Unk

Unk

Housholder-Hughes,
2015

n=213, 70% male

63 years

89% white

n=121, 52% male

68 years

98% white

n=140, male only inclusion criteria

61 years

Assumed 100% Iranian

n=1705, 55% male

72 years

Assumed 100% Swedish

n=90, 100% female

73 years

Assumed 100% Iranian

n=1041, 53% male

54 years

Assumed 100% Irish

n=61, 57% female

61 years

Assumed 92% Australian

n=62, 92% male intervention group,
88% male control group

51 years

Assumed 100% Korean

Shim, 2017
Norekval, 2009

n=145, female only inclusion criteria

72 years

Assumed 100% Norwegian

Nymark, 2009

n=15, 47% female

63 years

Assumed 100% Swedish

Alsen, 2010

n=204, 71% male

64 years

Assumed 100% Swedish

Askham, 2010

n=8, female only inclusion criteria

62 years

Assumed 100% Faroese

DeVon, 2010(a)

n=256, not specified by author

64 years

75% white

DeVon, 2010(b)

n=256, 56% male

65 years

71% white, 24% African American

Fox-Wasylyshyn, 2010

n=135, 72% male

60 years

92% white

Lopes, 2010

n=71, 56% male

59 years

Assumed 100% Brazilian

Mendes, 2010

n=12, 100% female

61 years

92% white

Shin, 2010

n=100, 49% female

61 years

92% white

O’Keefe-McCarthy, 2015
Rahmani, 2016
Andersson, 2017
Bahrami, 2017
Ingram, 2017
Roche, 2017

SAWV
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Crumlish, 2011

n=113, 75% female, combining
treatment and control groups

>55

49% white-control, 74% white-treatment

Dessotte, 2011

n=253, 69% male

58 years

Assumed 100% Brazilian

Hwang, 2011

n=271, 69% male

63 years

Assumed 100% Korean

Jong-Watt, 2011

n=36, 58% male

63 years

72% white

Kalman, 2013

n=41, female only inclusion criteria

68 years

92% white

McGuire, 2013

n=100, 69% male

57 years

Unk

Sanner, 2013

n=377, female only inclusion criteria

64 years

53% white, 27% African-American

Frazier, 2014

n=1122, 69% male

62 years

61% white

O’Brien, 2014

n=1136, 71% male

64 years

Assumed 97% Irish

Singh, 2016

n=60, 78% male

54 years

Chinese 35%, Malay 32%, Indian 32%

Weibel, 2016

n=38, 76% male

66 years

Assumed 100% Swiss

Herber, 2017

n=25, 75% male

63 years

Assumed 100% Scottish
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RWV

Author, Year
McGraw, 2011

Credential
PhD, RN

Affiliation
Madigan Army Medical Center

Funding

Sabouhi, 2015

MSc, RN

Isfahan University (U) of
Medical Sciences

None referenced

U of Ottawa Heart Institute

Change Foundation
National Institute of Nursing Research
(NINR)
Combination

Combination

MHA, BSN, RN
Sherrard, 2015
PhD, RN
Pelter, 2016
RIWV

SAWV

Attebring, 2004

PhD Candidate, RN

University of California (UC)
San Francisco
Sahlgrenska U Hospital

McSweeney, 2010

PhD, RN

U of Arkansas

NINR

Ruz, 2010

PhD, RN

King Fahid Specialty Hospital

American Association of Colleges of
Nursing (AACN)

Arslanian-Engoren, 2011

PhD, RN

U of Michigan

U of Michigan Office of Vice President
for Research

Hahn, 2011

PhD, RN

U of Kentucky

Flight Attendant Medical Research
Institute

Steinke, 2011

PhD, RN

Wichita State U

Wichita State U Research and Creative
Activity Grant

Eshah, 2013

PhD, RN

Zarqa U

Deanship of Research and Graduate
Studies of Zarqa U

Mohammadpour, 2014

PhD, RN

Gonabad U of Medical Science

None referenced

O’Keefe-McCarthy, 2014

PhD, RN

Ross Memorial Hospital

Combination

Housholder-Hughes, 2015

MSN, RN

U of Michigan

Combination

O’Keefe-McCarthy, 2015

PhD, RN

Ross Memorial Hospital

Canadian Cardiovascular Nurse Scientists
FUTURE Program

Rahmani, 2016

PhD, RN

Baqiyatallah U of Medical
Sciences

Baqiyatallah U of Medical Sciences

Andersson, 2017

RN

U of Boras

None referenced

Bahrami, 2017

MScN, RN

Shahed U

Shahed U Grant

Ingram, 2017

MSc, RN

Tallaght Hospital

None referenced

Roche, 2017

PhD-c., RN

Queensland U of Technology

Queensland U of Technology Post
Graduate Award

Shim, 2017
Norekval, 2009

MS, RN
MSc, RN

Doowon Technical U
U of Bergen

None referenced
Western Norway Regional Health
Authority

Nymark, 2009

PhD Student, RN

Danderyd Hospital

Stockholm County Council, Center for
Health Care Science

Alsen, 2010

PhD, RN

U of Gothenburg

None referenced

Askham, 2010

MN, RN

Viborg U

None referenced

DeVon, 2010(a)

PhD, RN

UC Davis

Combination

DeVon, 2010(b)

PhD, RN

Loyola U

NINR

Fox-Wasylyshyn, 2010

RN

U of Windsor

None referenced
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Lopes, 2010

PhD, RN

Institute of Coracao

None referenced

Mendes, 2010

PhD, RN

Hartford Hospital

None refenced

Shin, 2010

PhD, RN

U of Michigan

Combination

Crumlish, 2011

PhD, RN

Villanova U

None referenced

Dessotte, 2011

PhD Student, RN

U of Sao Paulo

None referenced

Hwang, 2011

PhD, RN

Chosun U

Korea Research Foundation

Jong-Watt, 2011

MScN, RN

U Health Network

None referenced

Kalman, 2013

PhD, RN

State U of New York

Upstate Intramural Pilot Research Grant

McGuire, 2013

PhD, RN

California State U

None referenced

Sanner, 2013

PhD, RN

U of Texas Health Science
Center

Combination

Frazier, 2014

PhD, RN

University (U) of Arkansas

NINR

O’Brien, 2014

PhD, RN

Trinity College

Dublin Health Research Board Grant

Singh, 2016

MNSc, RN

U of Malaysia Sabah

None referenced

Weibel, 2016

MSN, RN

U of Applied Sciences

None referenced

Herber, 2017

PhD, RN

U of Birmingham & Heinrich
Heine U

Scottish Government Chief
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